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AVO CT160A Operating Instructions and Service Manual 
This AVO CT160A manual is the result of combining (and editing) two different sets of photocopies of 
AVO CT160A manuals and also from information from the original AVO CT160 manuals.  This AVO 
CT160A manual has been kept as original as possible, even though some photocopies of the AVO 
CT160A pages have been replaced with AVO CT160 pages where the text did not differ in any point, but 
where the quality of the CT160 scanned pages was much better than the CT160A scanned pages. All 
figures and photos have been kept in their original shape although most have had to be edited due to the 
poor quality of the original photocopies. 

The schematics at the end of the manual have been extended with three new sets where the first is an 
unaltered original redrawn schematic, the second schematic is a redrawn and corrected schematic and 
the third is a redrawn, corrected and modified schematic.  The second schematic has been corrected in 
the following areas: 

D2: Changed from 66V RMS winding to 99V RMS winding, calculating the current in the circuit 
shows that the 99V RMS winding is necessary for the circuit to work correctly. 

R4 & R41: Changed places in schematic, the component list on page 17 of the Service Manual 
and also the component list on the page before the original schematic shows this as the correct 
order, as well as an internal component placement comparison between a CT160A and a CT160. 

R37 & R37 shown as R37A and R37B as per component list on page 18 of the Service Manual, 
consisting of one 13 Ω "selected" resistor each. 

SH6: Ground connection for tags 2-5, was missing from original CT160A schematic but can be 
found in later CT160 schematics and also in the original CT160A & CT160 testers. 

WIRES & COMPONENTS: Moved for clarity. 

The third schematic has been modified in the following areas: 

All of the corrections above from the second schematic plus:- 

D5, R42 & R38: Anode voltage rectification added, components used D5 = D1, R42 = R38 = 100 
kΩ ± 10% 1 W – this modification has been tested and proved to work in an original AVO CT160 
and is also used by AVO in the AVO Mk IV. 

D6, D7 & C4: Meter protection circuit added, D6 = D7 = D1, C4 = 8µF / 63VDC Non polarized 
(preferably Polypropylene) – this modification has been tested and proved to work in an original 
AVO CT160 and is also used by AVO in the AVO Mk IV. 

If you want to read more about the inner workings of the AVO Valve Testers including the AVO CT160 
and AVO CT160A I recommend that you visit the “UK Vintage Radio Repair and Restoration 
Discussion Forum“ here http://www.vintage-radio.net/forum/index.php and read the threads: 

“Everything you wanted to know about the inner workings of an AVO Mk IV Valve tester!” 
“Some more that you wanted to know about the inner workings of an AVO Valve tester!” 
“All that you wanted to know about the inner workings of an AVO CT160 Valve tester!” 
“AVO CT160 - anode current measurements, calibration resistors and the meter workings!” 
“AVO CT160A – Special edition of the AVO CT160 - comparison!” 

I have included adapted versions of the CT160A and CT160 texts above in this document. 

The work of editing and testing the corrections and modifications in the AVO CT160A manual, and writing 
of the articles above, has been performed by Martin Forsberg, Sweden, and Euan MacKenzie, Australia. 

Sweden 2010-11-18 

http://www.vintage-radio.net/forum/index.php
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The following texts are adaptations done to the texts published by me, Martin Forsberg and Euan 
MacKenzie, at the “UK Vintage Radio Repair and Restoration Discussion Forum“ and 
contain important information about the AVO CT160A Valve Tester as well as important information on the 
AVO CT160 Valve Tester which the AVO CT160A is based on. 

AVO CT160A – Special edition of the AVO CT160 - comparison!  

This text will endeavour to explain how the AVO CT160A works in certain areas in comparison to the well 
known AVO CT160. Some of the information comes from Mr. Yutaka Matsuzaka who kindly sent me a 
copy of the AVO CT160A Operating Instructions and calibration Instructions. Mr. Yutaka Matsuzaka have 
published some information on his website, http://www6.wind.ne.jp/yutak/avo_ct160/index.htm, about 
calibration of the CT160A and also a comparison of the CT160 and CT160A. I have also been given 
photocopies of another version of the CT160A manual by Frank Philipse which he received from Wim De 
Grotte, these copies have recently been published on Frank Philipse’s website: 
http://frank.pocnet.net/instruments/AVO/index.html . 

Some of the modifications that AVO did to the CT160A have already been mentioned in the article: ”AVO 
CT160 - anode current measurements, calibration resistors and the meter workings!” on the “UK 
Vintage Radio Repair and Restoration Discussion Forum“, which also follows this text. But 
the differences will be described in more detail in this article. 

The AVO CT160A has been referenced to as the Dutch Military versions in a few places and I have found 
no other mentions of it. 

Please also understand that I have not had access to an AVO CT160A myself for this article, only to 
second hand pictures and information plus photocopies of AVO manuals. However the modifications are 
not complicated once you understand how an AVO CT160 and an AVO Mk IV works under the hood. 

Any errors are my own, but I have made my best to check everything before publishing it here. 

Part 1: Modifications done by AVO 

AVO have updated the AVO CT160A to work more like the later AVO Mk IV in many areas, but not all. 
Apart from the looks on the front panels and the extra valve holder panel connected via the new contact 
on the original valve holder panel most modifications are easy to describe and understand if you 
understand how the original AVO CT160 works. Modifications that AVO have done to the AVO CT160A 
are: 

A. All valves have been replaced with Silicon diodes. (D1 – D4), making it necessary for further 
modifications described below to compensate for different voltage drop than valves, and also for different 
behaviour compared to valves. 

B. The range for current capabilities for rectifier valves have been extended up to 180mA, this simple 
modification will be described below in the part describing the over-current relay modification as they are 
closely connected. (R40 + modifications for over current relay RL3) 

C. Since the valves have been disposed of the 6.3V (marked as 5.8V in the AVO CT160 schematic) 
winding for the heaters have been removed from the schematic for the Heater voltage transformer. 

D. The 500 Ω resistor in the D/R circuit have been replaced with two 1 KΩ resistor to handle the higher 
current range. (R12 & R13) 

http://www6.wind.ne.jp/yutak/avo_ct160/index.htm
http://frank.pocnet.net/instruments/AVO/index.html
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E. The overcurrent relay winding RL3 have been shunted with a resistor for the 120mA and 180mA 
ranges, an extra switch wafer for the SET Ia & DR switch have been added for this modification. (R37 & 
SJ1, unfortunately, in my opinion, re-numbered by AVO to SJ1 as it would logically have been SJ5 as SJ1 
– SJ4 are already present in the AVO CT160) 

F. The grid volts control have been modified with a switch for the capability of doubled voltage up to 80V, 
the circuit have also been modified, more details of this in the text below. (R4, R39, RV5 and SL1&2 have 
been introduced plus a new winding on the Anode & Screen volts transformer) 

G. The calibration resistor circuit have been modified due to the modification done to the grid Volts control, 
this modification is also described below. (D2, RV6, R41 and R3 plus 99V RMS winding from 
Anode/Screen volts transformer – old R4 removed from circuit) 

H. The Anode Current controls have had the series resistor changed to compensate for the current 
through the circuit when a Silicon diode have been inserted. (R6) 

I. The Silicon diode in the Screen volts circuit have made it necessary to introduce an extra resistor to 
ground. (R38) 

In all other aspects the modification status of the AVO CT160A corresponds to the last modification status 
of the AVO CT160 up to resistor R36 for the Grid to Cathode connection. 

Modification A & C: 

Replacing the valves with Silicon diodes meant that the extra heater winding is not necessary any more 
and it has been removed from the schematics, but since no actual AVO CT160A have been available for 
check it is not known by me if the winding is still there or not. The Silicon diodes also means that some 
circuits will have to be compensated since they have a lower voltage drop than the valves. 

Modification B, D & E: Current measuring range for rectifier valves increased up to 180mA. 

To measure rectifier valves on the 180mA range AVO have modified the CT160A in the same way that the 
AVO Mk IV is designed, with one extra resistor on the SET Ia & DR switch for the measuring range and 
also a resistor, R37, which is connected in parallell with the over current relay coil RL3. This extra resistor, 
R37, is working as a shunt making less current run through the relay coil so it will not actuate as before on 
the old 120mA range and on the new 180mA range. This is necessary so rectifiers with a higher current 
capability can be measured, the relay would otherwise actuate to early. The 500 Ω resistor R12 on the 
D/R circuit in the AVO CT160 have been replaced with two resistors, R12 & R13 at 1 KΩ in parallell 
making 500 Ω, to be able to handle the current flowing through them at the higher current ranges for 
rectifiers. 
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Modification F: 

The Grid Volts control have had its range extended by a switch which makes it possible to double the 
voltage on the scale, in the X1 position you have 0-40V and in the X2 position you instead have 0-80V. 
This modification has been done by introducing a new winding on the Anode/Screen volts transformer. 
This winding now have three taps, ground, 55V RMS and 120V RMS. The switch SL1&2 for the X1 and 
X2 range switches between the 55V RMS and the 120V RMS windings plus it also inserts or shorts 
resistor R39 which compensates the gm measuring voltage circuit. When the 120V RMS winding is 
selected resistor R4 and potentiometer RV5 is connected for calibration purposes of the 0-80V range in 
the same manner as RV3 is used for the 0-40V range. The biggest change to the circuit is that the 
negative voltage which earlier was used from an out of phase winding of 66V RMS has been removed all 
together! This is then contradicting AVOs text in the patent that this voltage is necessary for the valve not 
to form a diode between the grid (or screen) to the cathode when the valve under test is not conducting. 
Maybe this is a trade-off for some reason, maybe it was more expensive to have it there and have it 
changed in step with the grid volts switch, or maybe AVO found that it was not necessary to have that 
voltage there. 

Modification G: 

Here AVO have changed the calibration resistor circuit introducing a potentiometer, RV6, for calibration 
purposes and also changed resistor R3 to 1.22 MΩ. AVO also changed the circuit by introducing a resistor 
(R4, wrongly named R41 in the original schematics) to ground, this has earlier been mentioned as 
necessary for shorting the charge buildup inside the Silicon diode when it is not conducting. At the same 
time the winding which supplies this circuit has been changed to the 99V RMS winding, this is necessary 
to ensure that the same current as in the AVO CT160 is driven through the circuit for the measuring 
purposes. 

The calculation for the 99V RMS winding becomes: 

99V RMS equals 89.13V Mean, the conversion factor being 1.1107. 

99V RMS / 1.1107 = 89.13V Mean. 

This voltage is half-wave rectified which results in half the voltage after the rectification, minus the voltage 
drop of the diode, which can be assumed to be 0.7V. 

89.13V Mean / 2 – 0.7V = 43.87V 

When this voltage is divided by the current necessary in the measuring circuit, which has earlier been 
shown to be 35.775µA the resulting calibration resistance will be: 

43.87V / 35.775 µA = 1.226 MΩ, with a +/-1% 1.22 MΩ resistor which ranges from 1.207 MΩ up to 1.232 
MΩ you might end up just outside the range possible to adjust with the 20 KΩ potentiometer RV6 so it is 
best to use a resistor close to 1.22 MΩ. 
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Modification H: 

This modification, of series resistor R6, has already been described in the earlier article on AVO CT160 
modifications and Anode Current control“ in the UK Vintage Radio Repair and Restoration 
Discussion Forum“ and only confirms our calculations there. The current through the Anode Current 
controls needs to be exactly 12.5mA and when the valve is replaced with a Silicon diode with a much 
lower voltage drop the difference in voltage drop will have to be compensated for with an increase in 
resistor R6. 

Modification I: 

AVO also changed the circuit by introducing a resistor R38 in the Screen Volts control to ground, this has 
earlier been mentioned as necessary for shorting the charge buildup inside the Silicon diode when it is not 
conducting. 

As has earlier been mentioned it is possible to insert a Silicon diode in the Anode Volts circuit just after the 
Anode Volts switch before the Electrode Selector switch, plus an extra resistor of 100 KΩ +/-10% at 1 
Watt – this resistor needs to be there for the same reason as R38 above. 

New Valve Sockets: 

The extra Valve Holder panel that is connected via a cable to the Valve Holder panel on the CT160A box 
have been equipped with the following valve sockets: 

Pencil Tubes, 5 Wires in Line, Flying Lead, 7 Wires in Line, B7A, B9D, Special Base for 2C39, Acorn, 
Nuvistor, F8 and B8D 

This finishes the current comparison between the AVO CT160 and the AVO CT160A. 

Part 2: Modifications done by AVO to the over-current relay protection 

Here is some more new information as I have studied the, soon finished, AVO CT160A manual in some 
more depth! By finished I mean that I have soon finished cleaning up all the pages. 

While AVO was changing the current range for Diodes and Rectifiers, by adding the 180mA range, they 
also changed which voltages that are used for testing Diodes and Rectifiers. In the AVO CT160 they used 
the windings for 40V, 75V and 125V to cover the ranges from 1mA up to 120mA but in the AVO CT160A 
these windings have been changed to 40V, 75V, 150V and 200V. The two higher voltages are used in 
conjunction with the added Switch SJ1 which connects resistor R37 in parallel with relay coil RL3 for over 
current protection. From reading the component list I could also see that AVO used two resistors to make 
up the resistance of R37, which is stated as 13 Ω each. This will then make R37 to have a resistance 
value of 6.5 Ω. 

With a coil resistance close to 5 Ω, which Euan MacKenzie has helped me to measure, for RL3 this 
means that you will have roughly a 57% decrease in sensitivity in RL3 as the current is divided between 
the two resistors making up R37 and the relay coil. The maths for this is simply: 

13 Ω in parallel with 13 Ω gives you 6.5 Ω. This then gives the current through the relay coil RL3 to be: 

6.5 Ω / (6.5 Ω + 5 Ω) = 6.5 / 11.5 = 56.5% 

This figure of 57% corresponds fantastically well with what AVO did in their AVO Mk IV tester on the 
current ranges for Diode and Rectifier testing on the ranges 60mA, 120mA and 180mA. Here AVO used 
two 3.9 Ω resistors in parallel with the relay coil RL3, which has a resistance close to 1.5 Ω in an AVO Mk 
IV, this will also mean a 57% decrease in current sensitivity. The maths for this is simply: 
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3.9 Ω in parallel with 3.9 Ω gives you 1.95 Ω. This then gives the current through the relay coil RL3 to be: 

1.95 Ω / (1.95 Ω + 1.5 Ω) = 1.95 / 3.45 = 56.5% 

If you check the calculations above and take all decimals into account you will actually see that these two 
calculations give exactly the same result, the factor between the numbers is exactly three and one third 
(3.333.....). That was what I meant with the fantastically well correspondance between the AVO Mk IV and 
the AVO CT160A here in this circuit! 

Is this just a coincidence or something that AVO planned? My guess is that it is planned but the resistance 
for the resistors and RL3 will of course vary between each tester, but in the AVO CT160A service manual 
AVO says that these resistors will be "selected", which probably means that they are selected to work in 
each AVO CT160A tester being built. AVO stated the tolerances for these resistors to be +/-10% in the 
AVO Mk IV and +/-20% in the AVO CT160A. 
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AVO CT160 - anode current measurements, calibration resistors and the meter workings!  

This text will endeavour to explain how the AVO CT160 works in certain areas, especially the Anode 
Current controls, the calibration resistors and the meter circuit. It will explain how to replace the rectifier 
valves with Silicon diodes, as AVO did in their later model, the CT160A; and also explain why there is a 
slight modification to the circuit as a consequence. It will also explain how you can improve the calibration, 
by making a further slight modification to the calibration circuit. It will also explain how you can place a 
Silicon diode in the Anode voltage circuit and a small modification that this entails. All of these 
modifications have actually been tried out on an AVO CT160 (Serial No. 4087 YF) and the modification do 
not change the results in any way; you get exactly the same results when comparisons to a standardised 
valve (a CV455) are made, both before and after the modifications were performed. There is also a short 
description of the function of R14 and SW3, which are used in the SET ZERO position on the mA/V dial. 
The protection of the meter is also discussed and a comparison with AVO’s other Valve Characteristic 
Meters is made. 

This text is a collaboration between me, Martin Forsberg, and my friend Euan MacKenzie, where I have 
written most of the text and Euan have made most of the measurements and all of the modifications in his 
AVO CT160. Euan has helped me with proof reading of the text and also supplied indepth information 
about components and mathematics. 

It is quite long, but I really hope that you find it worthwhile to read through to the end! 

There is more to come in the future with a look at the Dutch Military special edition of the AVO CT160 
named AVO CT160A. The AVO CT160A might have been used by others too but it has been referenced 
to as the Dutch Military versions in a few places and I have found no other mentions of it. 

Part 1: Anode Current Controls; and replacing the CV140 valves with Silicon diodes:- 

In the AVO CT160 the anode current is measured by means of a Potentiometer, which is a laboratory 
instrument for the precision measurement of an unknown voltage. If you did Physics in the sixth form at 
school, you would have encountered the Potentiometer; in its simplest form it is comprised of a 1m length 
of Nichrome wire, alongside a 1m wooden ruler; driven by a 2V lead acid cell and calibrated using a 
galvanometer in series with Weston Standard cell, to detect the null. It is a common misconception that 
the CT160 is a Bridge; it is not, because a Bridge has four arms, whereas the Potentiometer only has 
three. In the CT160, the anode current flows through a 200Ω sensing resistor, the voltage drop produced 
across this resistor is then compared to a known voltage; which is developed in a separate circuit, 
comprised of a constant current flowing through nine switched resistors, R15 to 23, and one variable 
resistor, RV4; which are labelled the ‘ANODE CURRENT’ controls. 

The anode current controls perform the same action as the backing-off controls do in the AVO Mk III and 
Mk IV, they effectively balance out the large standing anode current, which is flowing through the 200Ω 
resistor in the anode circuit. This makes it possible for the meter to show the small current change 
produced by the mA/V control, when the mA/V measurement is being performed. In the CT160, the anode 
current controls are designed in such a way that you have to read the anode current, which is flowing 
through the valve, on the scales provided on the controls, not on the meter. Whereas in the AVO Mk III 
and Mk IV, the backing off controls are not provided with any scales, and the anode current is indicated on 
the meter. 

The anode current controls (or backing-off circuit) act as a power supply, which is designed to produce 
exactly one volt for each step from 0mA (0V) to 90mA (9V) on the rotary switch, or coarse anode current 
control; plus the variable 0mA (0V) - 10mA (1V) from the fine anode current control; (in fact, the maximum 
on the fine anode current control is actually 11.25mA, or 1.125V). Thus makes it possible to ‘balance out’ 
a maximum of 10.125V; which corresponds to an anode current of 101.25mA. The small extra voltage on 
the fine anode current control is intended to produce a small overlap on each range; since it is possible to 
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turn the fine control past the 10 on the scale. This is provided so you can see if the current is slightly 
higher than the maximum on that current range, or if you should switch to a higher range. When the 
maximum (indicated) anode current of 100mA is being measured, in reality only 50mA is flowing through 
the 200 Ω anode current resistor; because the valve works as a half wave rectifier for the applied AC 
voltage to it. Now 50mA flowing through 200 Ω produces a voltage drop of 10V across the anode current 
sense resistor; which is then compared, using the Potentiometer, to the voltage produced by the anode 
current control circuit. 

In the coarse anode current control, the voltage drop in each step of the rotary switch must equal exactly 
1V; since each step has a resistance of 80 Ω, then there must be a constant current of 12.5mA flowing 
through the circuit. Now this value exceeds the manufacturer’s maximum value of 9mA for the 
CV140/EB91/6AL5 valves, which AVO used for rectification in the CT160, and is likely to lead to a 
shortened service life. These particular valves were actually designed as FM detector diodes, not as 
current rectifiers! 

As you will have no doubt noticed, the maximum available screen voltage in the CT160 is 300V; this is 
due to the valve manufacturer’s PIV limit of 330V, (now referred to as Repetitive Reverse Maximum, 
RRM). Fitting suitable Silicon diodes will remove this limitation; so if you do wish to utilise a higher screen 
voltage, you could disconnect the 125V wire from the screen voltage selector switch; as this is the ‘odd 
one out’, in the sense that 125V is not available on the anode voltage selector switch. Then move the 
higher voltages back one tag on the screen switch wafer, and then connect the last tag to the 400V tap on 
the HT transformer. AVO marked the taps on their HT transformer with the ‘mean voltage’, so it is labelled 
as ‘H400’ (instead of using the customary rms value, ie 440V). The screen selector options will then be 
exactly the same as on the anode voltage selector. 

As for suitable Silicon diodes; don’t fit any old diodes that just happen to be lying in your scrap box; it is 
well worth fitting soft recovery diodes, which are designed to minimise circuit switching oscillations; for 
example Philips’ BYW96E, which is rated at 3A and 1kV Vrrm. Admittedly, we don’t require a forward 
current of 3A, however the lower current soft recovery diodes don’t seem to have a sufficiently high 
enough Vrrm; 800V would be sufficient. 

If you are going to replace the valves in the CT160 with Silicon diodes, you will have to alter the series 
resistance R6 (730 Ω according to the legend, but in reality 750 Ω was used) which is used to obtain the 
correct current flowing through the anode current controls, so that the voltage across each 80Ω resistor 
will still be exactly 1V. If you place a standard Silicon diode in place of each valve diode (remember the 
CV140 is a double diode, so one Silicon diode will be needed for each diode) then you will have to 
increase the series resistor, R6, to approximately 935 Ω, in the anode control circuit. The calculation for 
this is as follows:- the anode current control circuit is supplied from a transformer winding of 50V rms; 
which is equivalent to a mean voltage of 45.02V; (the ratio between rms and mean voltages being 1.1107 
for a sinusoidal waveform; which gives us 50V RMS ÷1.1107 = 45.02V Mean). Now the approximate 
forward voltage drop for a Silicon diode is 0.7V; however for a CV140 it is 2.2V (as measured at the 
manufacturer’s maximum current of 9mA); so the value of R6 must be increased. 

The anode current control circuit requires an exact current of 12.5mA (derived from the 1V volt drop 
across each 80Ω resistor, 1V ÷ 80Ω = 0.0125A or 12.5mA). After rectification by the Silicon diode, you 
then have a voltage of 45.02V ÷ 2 - 0.7V = 21.81V DC mean. (The 45.02V has to be divided by 2, 
because it is a half wave rectifier; the mean voltage following half-wave rectification is obviously halved, 
and the figure of 0.7 Volt comes from the forward voltage drop of the Silicon diode). 

The total resistance in the circuit will then have to be 21.81V ÷ 12.5mA = 1744.8Ω; from this we must 
subtract the existing resistors in the anode control circuit = 9 x 80Ω + 90Ω = 810Ω; thus the new value of 
R6 = 1744.8 - 810 = 934.8Ω. You could, if you prefer, use a small variable resistor in series with a larger 
resistor, so that you can adjust the mean current to precisely 12.5mA. Alternatively, you might choose to 
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use a combination of resistors, either in parallel, eg 1.1k // 6.2k; or in series, eg 910Ω + 24Ω, to adjust the 
total current. 

If you wanted to measure the current, you could insert a current meter in series with the circuit, but you 
would then have to adjust the circuit for the additional resistance introduced by your current meter, as it 
will also produce a voltage drop. It is therefore easier to measure the voltage drop across each resistor 
with a digital multimeter, as that will have a high input resistance, typically 10MΩ, which will not affect the 
circuit as much as the current measurement would do – quite apart from that, you do not need break the 
circuit for voltage measurements! 

This also means that if you need to replace the 90Ω anode current potentiometer, with another value, say 
100Ω (since 90Ω will be hard to find nowadays) you can do that, but then you will need to reduce the 
series resistor, R6, by the additional resistance in the new potentiometer, in order to keep the current at 
12.5mA through the backing-off circuit; in this example, by 10Ω. However you will need to make a new 
scale for the anode current potentiometer, and you will get a larger overlap on each range, but it will still 
give the correct measurements for anode current. The practical minimum value will be close to 90Ω, as it 
was originally. If for any reason, you need to go lower than 80Ω, then you will have to lower each 80Ω 
resistor, and increase the current, to maintain exactly 1V. A typical reason for replacing it would be that 
the old one is open circuit, or perhaps has become non-linear, due to wear, or is otherwise damaged. 
Making a new scale is quite easy if you use a 360° protractor, together with a multimeter to measure out 
each step of either 0.1V, or 8Ω, and mark them on the protractor, then transferring them to a paper scale. 
Or, alternatively, you can drill a hole through the centre of a fairly large protractor, or a piece of PCB, then 
fasten the potentiometer in the hole and using a large knob on the potentiometer, and as you turn it, mark 
each point on the protractor/pcb, which you can then transfer to a paper scale. 

NB:- There is one case that has not been checked thoroughly so far, and that is whether the gm 
measurements will be affected, if the potentiometer is changed to any value other than 90Ω! There is only 
a slight risk of that, since each of the three 240Ω resistors, R24 to R26, are used to compensate for the 
anode current control resistances - this should be investigated further, before I can recommend changing 
the potentiometer for another value; but my guess is that the change doesn't matter, as it is the voltage 
delivered between the two points that form the backing-off circuit, is what the measurement is compared 
with, and since that is unchanged, so then is the current and resistance in that circuit path. 

However, there also the possibility to put a potentiometer with a higher value in, and then shorting out the 
last part of the track above 90Ω, and then make a new scale to fit the new potentiometer; then this will 
work just as well as the old one, except that the new scale will be more cramped! 

For the anode current control measurements to be accurate, you must ensure that the remainder of the 
components in the AVO CT160 are within tolerance, and also that the tester is calibrated; however for the 
anode current controls in themselves to be accurate, you must ensure that a voltage of 1V Mean DC is 
developed across each of the 80Ω resistors. 

The other diodes in the CV140 valves, V1 & V2, can also be replaced with Silicon diodes, and fortunately 
the value used for the SET Vg potentiometer, RV3, is large enough so that nothing needs to be changed 
or added there. Each rectifier in the CV140 has a forward voltage drop of approximately 2.2 - 2.9 V, at the 
currents involved (which range from close to 11mA, to up to 14mA, through each diode), whereas a 
Silicon diode has close to 0.7V at these currents. The difference between these voltage drops will be 
taken up by RV3 as it has enough resistance for this adjustment. 

A quick calculation of this follows:- 55V RMS is equivalent to 55 ÷ 1.1107 = 49.52V Mean, which half wave 
rectified, becomes 49.52 ÷ 2 = 24.76V Mean DC. 

For SET Vg calibration purposes, AVO state in their calibration procedure that a voltage of 20.8V Mean 
DC should be present across the Grid Volts control, RV2; this then means that the diode in the CV140 
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plus the SET Vg potentiometer has a total voltage drop given by 24.76V - 20.8V = 3.96V Mean DC. If we 
replace the CV140 diode with a Silicon diode, with a forward voltage drop of 0.7V, that leaves 3.96V - 
0.7V = 3.26V mean DC to be accommodated by the RV3 potentiometer. The current through this circuit is 
20.8V ÷ 1937.9Ω = 10.733mA (the total resistance of the grid voltage control circuit is 1937.9Ω - I leave 
that as a calculation exercise for you to perform by yourself! (Or you can cheat, and look at the appendix 
at the end of this message!). This voltage drop and current through the circuit then necessitate a 
resistance for RV3 of approximately 304Ω, which is well inside the 500Ω value of RV3. 

Part 2: Gm measurements, resistor R14 and switch SW3 on the mA/V control:- 

When the mA/V control is in its resting position, the mA/V potentiometer, RV1, is turned to a position 
where the wiper (which is connected to common ground) is connecting the positive side of the negative 
grid voltage supply to the common ground (and at the same time shorting R5). This is done so that the 
extra voltage from the mA/V control, which is added during the gm measurements, will be zero when the 
large standing Anode current is balanced out; which in itself, is a necessary prerequisite for the gm 
measurements to be performed. 

When the large standing current has been balanced out by the Anode Current controls, (or backed-off) the 
gm measurement can commence. When the mA/V dial is in its resting position, ie turned fully anti-
clockwise by the spring mechanism, the switch SW3 is closed and R14 is shorted. When the mA/V dial is 
moved to the ‘SET ZERO’ region, the switch SW3 is opened, and the resistor R14, 22 kΩ, is inserted in 
the Anode Current circuit; this results in a very small voltage drop from the current then flowing through 
the circuit, usually below 1µA. For example, a current of 1µA will result in a maximum voltage drop of 
22mV, which corresponds to a standing Anode current of 0.22mA. If the balancing out of the Anode 
Current controls has been exact, then no current will flow. However, if this is not the case, any residual 
current flowing in the circuit can now be balanced out by fine adjustment of the Anode Current control, 
thus enabling the balancing out procedure to be more precise. This will ensure that when the gm 
measurement is performed, when the mA/V dial is turned into the gm measurement zone, the 
measurement will be more exact. You will also be able to get a more precise measurement from the 
Anode Current controls, after this fine adjustment have been performed. 

This fine adjustment procedure in no way effects the large standing current flowing through the valve 
during the testing, as the large Anode current is still flowing, as long as the tester is in the ‘TEST’ position; 
as only in this position the Anode voltage is applied to the valve under test. So releasing the dial and 
letting it go back to the resting position still leaves the large standing Anode current flowing through the 
valve; the only difference in the position of the mA/V dial, is how much the grid voltage is changed, from 
zero to 0.260mV - this is the extra voltage necessary for the gm measurement to be performed. 

Part 3: Calibration resistors: 

To make sure that it is possible to calibrate the CT160 (and this also applies to the AVO Mk III and Mk IV) 
you will need to ensure that all the components are within the tolerance levels that AVO specified; not only 
the calibration resistors, but it is obviously worthless to have the correct value for the calibration resistors, 
if the rest of the tester is not within tolerance (especially the meter, anode current controls and 200Ω 
resistor in the anode circuit). 

The calibration resistors in all of the AVO CT160, Mk III and Mk IV family are equally important as they 
provide the same function in all of these testers - letting a predetermined current flow through the meter; 
so the meter needle indicates either on, or very close to, the red ‘SET ~ ’ line on the meter scale. This will 
ensure that the setting for the transformer primary (and therefore the secondary) voltage is correct, so that 
all the subsequent measurement will also be correct. In addition, the leakage and insulation tests also rely 
on this current through the calibration resistors. 
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In the AVO CT160, and also the Mk III and Mk IV, the same current is supposed to flow through the meter 
at the centre of the SET ~ calibration region on the meter scale. The centre of this area is usually marked 
by a red line, which is aligned with the 90mA line, or 90% of FSD. 

However on some meters this red colour may have faded completely, so you have to use either the centre 
of the black area as a reference, or use the 90mA line. Alternatively, you could test your meter to check 
that it is giving the correct deflection, compared to the scale; then you can mark your own point on the 
scale where the needle shows 90% of FSD. 

What is it we really we wish to accomplish with the calibration resistorsΩ The important thing to 
understand is that the calibration resistors are not part of the actual measurement done on the valve in the 
TEST or GAS positions, only in the other leakage and insulation tests. The calibration resistors are not 
only there to give you a reading that tells you that your tester is still in working order, compared to the last 
time it was calibrated, and that you have chosen the correct mains voltage setting (for the measurement 
that you intend to perform) but also to deliver a current that is used for other measurement purposes! 
Measurements may be performed when the needle is within the black area of the SET ~ region, but it 
should be close to the red line in the centre for the ‘best’ correlation to the calibration performed 
previously. However the current through the calibration resistors is also used to perform the insulation and 
leakage tests; so in order for these to give the correct results, the calibration current must also be correct. 

The valve, V1(B), is supplied by the voltage from the 55Vrms winding; as that voltage is in phase with the 
Anode and Screen voltage, and the valve under test itself acts as a rectifier in the AVO CT160, and in the 
Mk III. (However, in the AVO Mk IV, the Anode voltage is already rectified by a silicon diode). The voltage 
from the 66V rms winding is only used to keep the grid negative, during the half cycle where the anode of 
the valve is driven negative by the AC Anode voltage, and is not used for any measurement purposes in 
the TEST and GAS positions. According to the AVO Patent No. 606707, this is to ensure that no current is 
drawn through the diode formed by the grid and cathode, when no anode current is flowing, which could 
damage the valve’s emission. 

This means that it is very important to make sure that the Anode and Screen voltages are correct, by 
means of the SET ~, and then set the grid voltage correctly via RV3. The additional voltage from the 66V 
RMS winding means that there are two voltages that need to be correct on the transformer, for the needle 
to read the calibration region. This then works as an extra measure to ensure that the transformer 
voltages are correct. Since the 66Vrms winding is part of the Anode/Screen voltage windings, you have 
thus ensured that they are also correct (apart from a possibility of open circuit somewhere else in the 
transformer). In the AVO Mk III and Mk IV, the additional voltage is also taken from the Anode/Screen 
volts windings, so you have the same function there. 

In the AVO Mk III and Mk IV, you have an extra potentiometer in the SET ~ calibration circuit, which 
means that you can adjust the deflection of the needle when you have made quite sure that the grid 
voltage control and Anode & Screen voltages are correct. However in the AVO CT160 you do not have 
such a potentiometer; so it is even more important here that you have checked that the Anode, Screen 
and Grid control voltages are correct, (apart from all the other components of course), otherwise you will 
not get the correct reading on the meter. 

All this means that you need the calibration resistors for two purposes, one is to ensure that the voltage 
settings are correct, so that the Anode, Screen and Grid voltage controls will deliver the correct voltages in 
the TEST and GAS positions, and also to ensure that the current at the other measurement positions is 
correct. 

This dual purpose means that you need these calibration resistors to have the correct resistance for the 
measurements to be correct. 
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There is really only one value of these calibration resistors that will work, as you need the correct current 
through the meter. By performing the calculation backwards, and comparing the result with the AVO 
CT160 Service Manual, it will hopefully give you an understanding of the necessity for the required 
resistance in the calibration resistors. 

Let us first check the calculations, with the values given by AVO for their calibration resistors. The meter 
resistance is 3,250Ω (nominally) and the meter shunt, R9, is a resistor of 10kΩ; these are connected in 
parallel and have a total resistance of 2452.8Ω. The current through the meter, when the needle is aligned 
with the calibration mark at 90% of FSD, corresponds to 27µA. This current of 27µA passing through the 
resistance of the meter causes a voltage drop of 87.75mV (3,250Ω x 27µA = 87.75mV). This means that 
the current flowing through the meter shunt, R9, is 8.775µA (87.75mV ÷ 10kΩ = 8.775µA). The total 
current flowing through the meter circuit is therefore 35.775µA (27µA + 8.755µA) at the red line. This 
current will require a voltage 47.223 volts across the calibration resistors R3 & R4 (35.775µA x 1.32MΩ = 
47.223V); add this to the voltage drop across the meter, 87.75mV and you therefore require a total voltage 
of 47.3108V. In the calibration part of the AVO CT160 Service manual, AVO simply state that, with the 
Grid voltage link connected, you should have 47V DC across the grid volts potentiometer; which is exactly 
the same as taking the measurement across the calibration resistors and meter, since they are connected 
in parallel. So we did the calculation correctly, only backwards and arrived at the correct voltage drop; 
although AVO did not stipulate any decimal places here, but 47.3V is the correct voltage from the 
calculations. NB: it is another common misconception with the CT160, that R3 & R4 comprise a matched 
pair of 1.32MΩ resistors; what AVO meant was that the values of R3 & R4 should be matched, so as to 
give an overall resistance of 1.32MΩ. 

NOTE: There is no reason why a Silicon diode could not also be placed in the Anode voltage circuit, 
somewhere after the Anode voltage selector switch. This is exactly what was done by AVO in their Mk IV; 
the circuits are more or less identical in every other aspect. Two minor points though, firstly it is difficult to 
access the anode voltage selector switch, (without having to remove a lot of the mechanical structure) so 
the easiest place to fit the diode is at one of the tags for the anode current relay coil, RL3. It is the middle 
row of the six tags, and the anode coil has a much lower resistance than the two other coils, between 5 
and 6Ω. Secondly, as AVO discovered, it is necessary to fit a 100kΩ resistor to earth, after the diode; in 
order to avoid any spurious voltage readings; presumably due to charge stored in the reverse capacitance 
of the diode. 

In the AVO Mk III and Mk IV there is an extra potentiometer for adjustment of the SET ~ current, so it is 
possible to put the needle exactly on the red centre line of the SET ~ region. While I did the calculations 
for the AVO CT160, I realised that it would be beneficial, if you were to put such a potentiometer in the 
CT160’s 66V rms circuit too; as it would then give you the same means of adjustment that is available in 
the AVO Mk III and Mk IV (the Mk III is more or less the same tester as the CT160, apart from some minor 
differences in both electrical and mechanical design). Without this potentiometer in the 66Vrms circuit, 
there is inevitably a compromise between the negative Grid voltage calibration and the calibration of the 
SET ~, and their combined current through the meter at that point. This will become more evident, if you 
use Silicon diodes, instead of CV140s; since the difference in their forward voltage drops then becomes 
more apparent. In the CV140/6AL5/EB91 valves, the forward voltage is more dependent on the current 
flowing through the valve (particularly as AVO were using the valves beyond their recommended current 
range!) than the forward voltage drop of a Silicon diode, which is relatively constant in these 
circumstances. The forward voltage drop curve is flatter for the valve than for the Silicon diode, so it varies 
more when the current through the diodes is varied. I have seen two AVO CT160s which have been 
modified with a Silicon diode in the Anode circuit, and the owners have not reported any adverse effect; 
although they had not done the modifications themselves and had no information as to by whom, or when, 
the modification had been done. I have never seen any modification for the 66Vrms winding, but my 
calculations and the fact that AVO used it on their other Valve Characteristic Meters show that it is a 
modification worth doing, and calculations show that it will give a better calibration result, and it will also 
make the calibration easier to perform, without having to go back and forth between the different steps. 
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But remember, the most important thing is that the voltages are correct on the secondary side of the 
transformers; only after that should any modifications to the calibration circuit be performed! 

Part 4: the Meter: 

For the meter to give correct readings, the movement must have the correct resistance of 3,250Ω, which 
includes the internal swamp resistor. In addition, it also needs to have the correct deflection at two 
particular points, namely 22.2µA and 27µA. Obviously it needs to give the correct reading across the 
whole scale, but those points are used during calibration of the meter and tester. The 22.2µA point 
corresponds to the 1mA/V mark on the green scale, and the 27µA point is the red centre line of the SET~ 
region. 

If you can, I recommend that you remove the meter and test it, to check that the FSD is correct, and that it 
gives correct readings right across the scale. Quite often, these meters are known to have lost some of 
the flux in the magnets over the years, so that they no longer give the correct readings. The only company 
that I know of that can re-magnetise the meter is Herts Meter Co Ltd., Unit 10, Berry Road, Hatfield, 
England AL10 8BJ, but of course, there may be other companies around. 

Alternatively, if you are competent and confident enough to tackle it yourself, you can fit a pair of the 
modern Neodymium (one of the rare earth series of elements) disc magnets, (the ones Euan used were 
10Ø x 3mm thick, but smaller diameters would be just as suitable, it’s the thickness that is the more critical 
parameter) on the outside of the existing ferromagnetic poles. Fortunately, it is easy to determine the 
correct polarity, set up a mid scale deflection on the meter with a suitable external circuit, eg a 1MΩ 
resistor in series with a variable transistor power supply; then with a very firm grip on the disc magnet, 
slowly approach the pole piece. If the indicated current rises, it’s the correct pole; if it falls, then it’s the 
wrong pole. Final trimming, to give the exact FSD value of 30µA, is done via the magnetic shunt, which is 
located under the RHS needle stop. It is a hinged plated steel arm, which is mounted on a neoprene bush; 
it ‘shorts out’ some of the magnetic flux across the pole gap. It is, or it should be, cemented to the existing 
ferromagnet; you will need to break the cement, in order to adjust the shunt, and then re-cement it when 
the adjustment is correct. 

If you need to change your meter, for example, if the moving coil is burnt out, you will have to ensure that 
you find a 30µA meter with an internal resistance lower than the stipulated 3,250Ω, so that you have some 
leeway to correct it upwards; AVO state below 1,600Ω in their Service manual, but I have never found one 
below 2,400Ω in of all of those that I have tested. If you have to replace the meter with one which has 
some other value of current and internal resistance, then you will need to recalculate all of the resistors in 
the measuring circuits in order to get it to work correctly; that is too much work to do here. However, I 
have been given such a schematic of an AVO Mk III, which I will come back to in the future, after I have 
checked it thoroughly. Another method is to install an OP-AMP meter amplifier and a new meter 
movement. If all resistors need to be recalculated in the measuring circuit the total resistance in the 
measuring circuit will be altered and that will make differences to the measurements as it then 
necessitates a change of the Anode measuring resistor resistance and the whole Valve tester will now 
have an altered internal resistance from the view of the valve. 

There is also a superb webpage which shows you how to put a small magnet on the meter magnet to help 
it to get back to the correct flux so it will have the correct deflection again, on Mr. Yutaka Matsuzaka's 
website here: http://www6.wind.ne.jp/yutak/avo_ct160/mk4-2.htm , Mr. Yutaka's main site can be found 
here: http://www6.wind.ne.jp/yutak/avo_ct160/index.htm . There is a lot of other interesting information on 
calibration of the AVO CT160 there too. The elusive AVO CT160A (which does incorporate Silicon diodes 
and also has an additional switch, which doubles the Grid voltage range) is shown in some small detail 
there! If you use Google Translate, you can read most of the information on Mr. Yutaka's webpage 
translated into English, for instance. 

http://www6.wind.ne.jp/yutak/avo_ct160/mk4-2.htm
http://www6.wind.ne.jp/yutak/avo_ct160/index.htm
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I have included a PDF-file for making meter movement measurements of the CT160 30µA FSD moving 
coil meter, the schematic shows a simple means of measuring the FSD and the internal resistance of the 
meter. Before you make any measurements in this circuit, you should short the two connections where the 
CT160 meter will be tested, so you can set the maximum current in the circuit with the DMM/AVO 
connected in series with the circuit. This will protect the CT160 meter from overload if you have set the 
potentiometers too low, which could result in a too high current flowing through the circuit, possibly 
destroying the CT160 meter.  

The meter FSD can be checked with the switch SW1 in the open position and the internal resistance of 
the meter can be checked with switch SW1 closed. This is done by first having switch SW1 open and 
setting the FSD of the meter and then by closing SW1 and adjusting the potentiometer across the meter 
until the meter shows 50% of FSD with the needle pointing straight up, then open switch SW1 again and 
measure the resistance of the potentiometer, which will correspond exactly to the internal resistance of the 
meter. This will give you the exact figure for the internal resistance, since the meter and potentiometer 
work as a current splitter, letting exactly 50% of the current flow through each branch, which Ohm’s law 
dictates that the resistances must be the same, as the voltage drop across the resistance and meter is the 
same when they are connected in parallel. 

When you are going to make the measurements on the AVO CT160 meter, I recommend that you use a 
small 1.2V NiMH battery, a few 1% resistors and three potentiometers (preferably 10 turn models for 
easier adjustment), one switch, plus a DMM (or an AVO 8) and some cables with crocodile clips for a 
quick hook-up of all components to check the meter movement. 

The meter in the AVO CT160 has a total internal resistance of approximately 3250Ω. So to protect the 
meter from overload, by a too high current, you will need to have a total resistance in the measuring circuit 
that will only allow a maximum current close to 30µA to be drawn. With a standard 1.2V NiMH that means 
a total resistance of 40kΩ; when the meter resistance is subtracted that leaves 36,750Ω. With the 
following resistors in series, R1 at 18kΩ, plus R2 at 15kΩ, plus a trim-potentiometer, RV1, with a 
resistance of 10kΩ you can vary the resistance from 33kΩ up to 43 kΩ, which means that the current can 
be varied from 26µA to 33µA. Then you put another 10 kΩ 10 turn potentiometer in series with this, so that 
you can make fine adjustments to the current through the meter to check the FSD value. It is best to use a 
trim potentiometer for RV1 so you don’t accidentally change the current to a too high a value, and use 
regular 10-turn potentiometers for RV2 & RV3. If you wish, you could use a locking nut on these, adjusted 
so that there is just sufficient friction to prevent any accidental rotation, when you let go of the shaft. 

Now you should short the points where the CT160 meter will be connected later, and set both of the 10 kΩ 
10 turn potentiometers to their minimum values and connect the DMM in the position shown in the 
schematic. Set the DMM to its minimum current range (which is usually 200µA) then adjust RV1, the first 
10 kΩ 10 turn potentiometer, so that the current is 32µA. Now try RV2, the second 10 kΩ 10 turn 
potentiometer, to see that you can vary the current below 30µA, and then leave it in a position below 
30µA. If this works ok you can remove the short and install the CT160 meter, note which connection 
should go to the electrode closest to the battery, the positive one, and which should go to the DMM side of 
the connection, the negative one. 

By adjusting the second 10 kΩ 10 turn potentiometer and looking at the meter you can adjust the FSD 
point and then check the DMM/AVO for the current drawn. 

If you can’t obtain FSD with RV1 set at 32µA, then you will need to adjust your meter; either by having it 
sent to a professional company to be re-magnetised, or by trying to add extra magnets as is described 
earlier. 
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Part 5: Meter protection: 

Since the circuit of the AVO CT160 is more or less the same as the AVO Mk III and not very different from 
the later AVO Mk IV, it is possible to protect the meter by the same means used in these other AVO 
testers. You can fit the exactly the same circuit, as used by AVO in the Mk IV, to protect the meter 
somewhat, without affecting the readings in any way. You will have to use Silicon diodes across the 
meter, not Germanium diodes, as those have a too low voltage drop, which will affect the meter reading, 
making it non-linear. As in the AVO Mk IV, you fit two Silicon diodes, one in each direction, across the 
meter and also a non-polarised capacitor. With AVO’s microammeter removed, a measured current of 
‘100mA’ was set up in the anode circuit (a 4kΩ load on ‘400V’) and both ANODE CURRENT CONTROLS 
were deliberately left on zero. With the protection circuit installed, using a DMM, the maximum measured 
voltage across the meter terminals was 0.27V; with the DMM set to current instead, the corresponding 
current through the meter was 86µA. However, without the protection diodes, the maximum voltage was 
3.03V, and the current was 0.30mA; a ten times overload. 

You can use an 8µF capacitor, preferably a polypropylene type, or failing that, a non-polarised electrolytic; 
just be sure to use a good long life model with very low leakage. AVO originally used a small 8µF 12V 
electrolytic; this is not recommended, as there is insufficient polarising voltage, so they rapidly become 
leaky. Note: there is nothing magic about the value of 8µF, just remember it was a standard value in the 
industry at the time. The time constant is 3,250Ω//10kΩ x 8µF = 20ms; so using a modern 10µF will not 
make any discernible difference. The diodes can be the same Silicon diodes as used elsewhere in this 
document, such as the BYW96E, as these will work just as well here. 

There have been some suggestions that Silicon diodes do not work in the CT160 meter circuit; 
additionally it has also been alleged that using these diodes upsets the measurements. I can assure you 
that there is no problem in making these modifications to either an AVO Mk III or the AVO CT160, which 
are more or less the same construction. Both I, and many other people, have tried this modification and it 
has been successfully used for many years, without causing any discernible reduction in the meter 
reading. AVO themselves made these modifications to their later models of the Mk IV and also the 
VCM163. Admittedly the early models of the Mk IV did not have this meter protection, the circuit then only 
shows one Silicon diode in one direction and no capacitor across the meter either. However they 
introduced the capacitor modification in April 1960, and the two diodes across the meter in October 1960 
(see the AVO Mk IV Service Manual, p38). 
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Part 6: What to do when FSD current is not 30µA or the needle “sticks” on the AVO meter: 

If you are unlucky and have a meter that does not have an FSD current that is 30µA, either lower or higher 
or your needle “sticks” at certain points while moving over the scale you need to have that meter serviced 
before you do any calibration or use your tester. It is very common that the meter needs a higher current 
at the FSD point and across the whole scale and this is due to that the magnet has lost some magnetic 
flux over the years. If your meter needs a higher current or “sticks” you can send it to the only company 
that I know of that can re-magnetise the meter which is Herts Meter Co Ltd., Unit 10, Berry Road, Hatfield, 
England AL10 8BJ, but of course, there may be other companies around. Herts Meter Co Ltd. Will also 
clean your meter, fix the balance and the needle/jewel bearings and treat the glass with antistatic spray 
and also re-glue the glass if necessary. A meter that has been refurbished by Herts Meter Co Ltd. is like 
new when you have it back from them. 

There is some information on the Internet which says that there are two types of meters in the AVO Valve 
Testers, one at 30µA FSD and one at 33µA and with different internal resistance than the stated 3,250Ω. 
To the best of my knowledge and from what I have been told by people who have either been employed at 
companies who serviced AVO Valve Testers or by people who were employed by AVO themselves there 
was only one FSD and that was at 30µA, all other meters are broken or damaged meters and they 
probably suffer from a weakened magnet. One more piece of information that speaks against the idea that 
there are two different meters is that there have not been any modifications done to the AVO Valve 
Testers to accommodate such a meter in the test circuit, it would have been necessary to correct the 
shunt resistor and the rest of the circuit to get a correct reading. A meter that shows the symptoms of a 
higher FSD current is most probably suffering from a weakened magnet and needs to be re-magnetised. 

If your meter for some reason needs a lower FSD current it is most probably suffering from a wrong 
adjustment of the magnetic shunt arm inside the meter, or it could have been stored in a place where the 
meter has been exposed to a powerful magnetic field which have affected the magnet although this is not 
such a probable cause. In this case it is also better to send the meter to Herts Meter Co Ltd than to fiddle 
around with it yourself as they are so easily damaged. The magnetic shunt arm is situated on the magnet 
and looks like an L letter and is usually glued to the magnet and screwed tight on the left pillar holding the 
screw with the scale. You need to open the meter, remove the scale (while not bending the needle which 
might break it off from the moving coil if you are not very careful while removing it). You will then have to 
loosen the magnetic shunt from the glue and at the same time make sure that you do not get any of the 
glue residue inside the meter as it will disturb the movement of the moving coil. Moving the magnetic 
shunt up and down a miniscule amount will adjust the magnetic flux in the magnet circuit and that will 
result in a higher or lower FSD current necessary for the moving coil to reach the FSD point. But you 
might have a meter that has a too strong magnet anyway and this might not be enough to get the correct 
reading so I still recommend you to have the meter sent to Herts Meter Co Ltd. for a proper adjustment 
and refurbishing. 

The internal resistance of the AVO meters also differ between different meters, I myself have seen the 
internal resistance of the meter ranging from 3,180Ω up to 3,304Ω but when these meters where shunted 
with the internal shunt of the corresponding AVO Valve Tester where they came from the total resistance 
was very close to the necessary resistance of 2,453Ω (3,250Ω in parallel with the shunt at 10,000Ω is 
2,452.83Ω). It then looks like AVO selected the shunt resistance to match each meter instead of correcting 
the internal resistance of the meter as long as the meter had the correct FSD current at 30µA. This is only 
an observation I have made and not something that I could verify with the sources I have been in contact 
with. 

So as long as your meter has an internal resistance somewhere between 3,000Ω and 3,500Ω and an FSD 
current at 30µA and does not stick while moving along the scale you should be able to adjust the shunt 
resistor accordingly to have the meter work as designed in your tester. Adjusting the shunt resistor is 
simple, only use the rule for resistors in parallel connection to calculate the new shunt resistor. Use the 
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wanted internal resistance of 2, 452.83Ω and your meter internal resistance to calculate the new shunt 
resistor value. An example, lets say your meter has an internal resistance of 3,180Ω, then the new shunt 
resistor should have a resistance of: Rshunt = 1 ÷ (1 ÷ 2,452.83Ω – 1 ÷ 3,180Ω)  = 10,726.5Ω. The shunt 
resistor makes sure that exactly 39.75µA is flowing through the meter and shunt resistor which is 
necessary for the metering circuit to work properly. 

NOTE: Never ever adjust the resistors inside the AVO Valve tester around the metering circuit if you are 
not absolutely sure of what you are doing! Changing one value will almost always affect all other values 
for all other ranges. Never change the Anode circuit measuring resistor at 200Ω as that affects all of the 
resistors on all ranges as that resistor is the resistor used for measurement purposes. 

Appendix: 

The calculation of the total resistance of the Grid voltage and mA/V control circuit: 

The meter has a total (internal) resistance of 3,250Ω, which is in parallel with the shunt resistor; R9 (which 
has a resistance of 10kΩ) results in a total resistance of 2,452.8Ω. The two calibration resistors have a 
combined resistance of 1.32 MΩ, add these together and you have a total resistance of 1,322,453Ω in this 
leg. 

The other leg of the circuit has the mA/V control, which has a total resistance of 70Ω, in parallel with RV1, 
2,500Ω; plus the 2,340Ω in series, which equal 2408.1Ω. This resistance is in parallel with the Grid volts 
potentiometer, RV2, which has a resistance of 10kΩ (which incidentally is a special law, not ‘log’); this 
makes the total resistance of 1940.75 Ohm for this leg of the circuit. When you put this leg in parallel with 
the other leg, 1.322MΩ, you get a total resistance of 1937.9Ω, Q.E.D.  




























































































































